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Developing a Recommender System for a Public Service 
Organisation 

Bettina Hermant | Senior Data Scientist | BBC

The BBC is on a journey to make our audience experience more relevant and personalised, and 
a key part of our success lies in our ability to provide recommendations. At the BBC, we believe 
that recommendations should reflect the breadth and diversity of our content, while meeting our 
editorial guidelines. In this talk, I will describe how we develop a recommender system for BBC 
Sounds, including the Machine Learning model used, the architecture behind the engine, and the 
unique challenges we face to uphold the editorial policy and the values of the organisation.

TAKEAWAYS KEY QUOTES 

• AI in a public service organisation
brings unique challenges 

• ML is a very small part in building
a recommender system for
production 

• Interdisciplinary collaboration is
key 

• We developed a recommender
system at BBC sounds which
worked through a hybrid
algorithm, combining
collaborative and content based
filtering and metadata

• The current tech stack used
includes Python, LightFM Library,
Apache Airflow, Apache Beam,
Redis, Kubernetes and Terraform

https://videos.re-work.co/videos/2046-developing-a-recommender-system-for-a-public-service-organisation
https://videos.re-work.co/videos/2046-developing-a-recommender-system-for-a-public-service-organisation
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Stop Operating Your Models in the Dark! Lessons Learned From the 
Field 

Pearl Lieberman, Head of Product Marketing, Superwise.ai 


As AI is becoming ubiquitous, machine learning practitioners are faced with a new challenge: the 
day after production. As ML systems are inherently data-dependent, trying to ensure their proper 
behaviour “in production” can be thorny: from drifts to bias or data quality issues, through missing 
labels. In this session, we will share best practices to monitor AI in production in the financial 
sector, and maximize the value of your AI program for all stakeholders.

TAKEAWAYS KEY QUOTES 

• To stop the "black box effect" of
models in production you need to
monitor them 

• AI assurance is about monitoring
metrics and empowering data
scientists as well as operations
stakeholders 

• You can't scale your AI activities
without proper assurance 

• We can automatically detect at
the segment level where there
are slight and momentary
deviations in data

• Knowing when and why your
models misbehave gives you
back control, real-time alerts for
data drift and weak spots allows
for fewer performance issues and
a timeline of correlated events to
keep in mind

https://videos.re-work.co/videos/2036-stop-operating-your-models-in-the-dark-lessons-learned-from-the-field
https://videos.re-work.co/videos/2036-stop-operating-your-models-in-the-dark-lessons-learned-from-the-field
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TAKEAWAYS KEY QUOTES 

• Innovation in financial modelling
is possible with AI, we need a
new processor (the IPU) to do
this, we can achieve 26X
speedup on real models 

Accelerate your AI Financial Modelling with IPU 
Helen Byrne, Field Applications Engineer, Graphcore 


Accelerate your AI Financial Modelling with IPU In the finance sector, the potential for innovation 
with advanced machine intelligence is significant. But often, new and complex models are not 
being fully leveraged due to latency issues and compute restraints. Enter the IPU – a completely 
new processing architecture designed for machine intelligence, capable of running advanced 
financial models up to 26x faster. Helen Byrne from Graphcore explains how the IPU’s unique 
architecture can power such incredible breakthroughs – and what this means for the future of 
finance and trading.

• IPU use provides a unique speed
and flexibility to work as the code
and data are always in SRAM as
well as allowing for independent
parallel programs and native
support for computational
graphics

• The particular benefits offered by
IPUs for financial modelling
include decision making with
lower latency, greater model
complexity use and faster
backtesting

• We’ve made three innovations
with our mk2 platform. We have
set the bar for compute and
developed a new memory
subsystem which deliver
breakthroughs in bandwidth and
density 

https://videos.re-work.co/videos/2035-accelerate-your-ai-financial-modelling-with-ipu
https://videos.re-work.co/videos/2035-accelerate-your-ai-financial-modelling-with-ipu
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From Wall Street to Main Street: The Challenges and Opportunities 
for Leveraging Lessons from Financial Market 

Shihui (Sophie) Chen, Data Scientist, NASDAQ


It takes over 400 years for the stock market to evolve into a semi-efficient market today. What 
lessons can be transferred beyond the capital market? Nasdaq has been working on bringing the 
experience and tools we had for the financial markets to broader use cases. This talk will 
demonstrate our journey to improve the efficiency in non-financial markets by leveraging market 
data, market architecture, and machine learning models. The talk will also cover different 
challenges we had along with some potential solutions.

TAKEAWAYS KEY QUOTES 

• The challenges of building a
marketplace. The potential
technology ppl can use for
building a marketplace. 

• The use cases of the market data 

• AI secures non-financial markets
while cutting through their
vagaries. More and more non-
financial markets are affected by
new opportunities to use market
data

• Searching for novel assets can
be difficult, especially in the
financial markets, meaning that
our search has to be very
efficient

• For asset management we use a
feature selection based on
market nature. This includes
product features, market
features, participant feature and
overlap checking

• For asset valuation, we look at
price recommendation and
automated negotiation bot (which
includes an NLG and NLG
process as well as agent based
simulation)

https://videos.re-work.co/videos/2074-from-wall-street-to-main-street-the-challenges-and-opportunities-for-leveraging-lessons-from-financial-market
https://videos.re-work.co/videos/2074-from-wall-street-to-main-street-the-challenges-and-opportunities-for-leveraging-lessons-from-financial-market
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Developing ML-driven Customer-Facing Product Features 
Marsal Gavalda, Head of Machine Learning, Square 


As Machine Learning becomes a core component of any forward-looking company, how can we 
weave ML-driven functionality into the products and services we offer? This talk will explain the 
methodology we follow at Square when developing ML-driven customer-facing product features, 
which is based on paying close attention to four key and interdependent aspects: Design, 
Modelling, Engineering, and Analytics. Design is concerned about the usefulness and 
remarkability of the feature, and thus cares about the overall functionality, ease of use, and 
aesthetics of the experience. Modelling is concerned about the accuracy of the ML model, and 
thus cares about the training data, the features and performance of the model, and —crucially for 
a customer-facing product— how the application behaves in the face of the mistakes the model 

TAKEAWAYS KEY QUOTES 

• To ship a successful ML-driven
product feature you need to pay
close attention to four key
aspects: Design, Modelling,
Engineering, and Analytics. 

• Anytime you deal with money you
have to check for bad actors,
including things you may not
have thought of - phishing via
marketing for example,
attempting to get credentials
through email campaigns. This is
where ML comes in. After a few
phishing attempts it can then be
flagged by Machine Learning
through training.

• We need to make sure our
accuracy is good, especially with
false positives and false
negatives. We need to be careful
not offering loans when we could
have and vice versa.

• For our ML driven product we
look at the “wow” square. We
look at Design, will users care,
Modelling, Can it be automated,
Engineering, can it be built and
analytics, is it successful when
built?

https://videos.re-work.co/videos/2068-developing-ml-driven-customer-facing-product-features
https://videos.re-work.co/videos/2068-developing-ml-driven-customer-facing-product-features
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TAKEAWAYS KEY QUOTES 

• How Cloud and AI can help you
detect fraud 

• What the benefits of a custom fraud
detection solution are

• How you can develop a fraud
detection solution in just few weeks 

How Cloud and ML Ops Enable to Detect Fraud Better 
Rafał Jasiński, Senior Business Analyst and Service Owner, PGS Software 

Where there are transactions, there is the potential for fraudulent behaviour – and in the digital 
landscape, it can be all too easy for software weaknesses to be exploited. Recent technological 
advances have made possible effective fraud detection methods that can prevent that from 
happening! To make the most of them, you need to use that technology the right way. Join our session 
to find out: - How Cloud and AI can help you detect fraud - What the benefits of a custom fraud 
detection solution are - How you can develop a fraud detection solution in just few weeks.

• In a risk averse scenario, a solution
with a high rate of detected frauds
but it comes at the cost of high
false decline rates - this leads to a
company losing money

• An important decision for us was to
follow MLOps practices, when
designing the solution we had
continuous development and
improvement at mind, focussed on
consistent training and deployment

https://videos.re-work.co/videos/2039-how-cloud-and-ml-ops-enable-to-detect-frauds-better
https://videos.re-work.co/videos/2039-how-cloud-and-ml-ops-enable-to-detect-frauds-better
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Using Deep Learning with Word Embeddings to improve Customer 
Satisfaction 

Eric Charton, Senior AI Director, National Bank of Canada 

Understanding customer satisfaction in retail banking requires exploring and comprehending 
multiple sources of feedback, such as emails, social networks reviews, web feedback, bot 
interactions, as well as speech-to-text transcripts collected from call centres. Since such a vast 
amount of textual data can be difficult to leverage with traditional text mining techniques, deep 
learning and word embeddings can be used to automatically classify and label feedback, and 
then deeply analyze and understand their content. In this communication we explain how we 
leverage all those AI techniques to get an in-depth understanding of the opinions and needs of 
National Bank’s retail customers.

TAKEAWAYS KEY QUOTES 

• Industrial applications, state of
the art classification,
understanding of DL embedding
limits 

• Industrial applications 

• State of the art classification 

• Understanding of DL embedding
limits 

• The biggest challenge is the
application of an algorithm on
real life data - we had a lot of
classes which mean that there’s
a lot of noise and we didn’t want
to go too deep to tune the system
as it’s too time consuming and
you lose automation 

• Next year they want to collect
some insight to try and read the
minds of customers. If they can
build some application extraction
applications that would be great

• Word2Vec is good for document
de-clustering but embeddings are
much more suitable now and less
dated. Word2Vec is now out
performed by a majority of the
new systems

https://videos.re-work.co/videos/2067-using-deep-learning-with-word-embeddings-to-improve-customer-satisfaction
https://videos.re-work.co/videos/2067-using-deep-learning-with-word-embeddings-to-improve-customer-satisfaction
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A Home Grown Machine Learning Pipeline for the Security Incident 
Response Team (SIRT) 

Brennan Lodge, Data Science Lead for SIRT, Goldman Sachs 

Security Incident Response Teams (SIRT) have a blend of infrastructures, disparate logs and 
data sets, a SEIM, ticketing systems and a need for analytics to better serve and improve their 
firm's detective cyber security control posture and incident response capabilities. An analytics 
platform that can be robust, stable, compliant, version controlled and automated to deploy 
analytics to better serve SIRTs missions are the goals to be discussed. An additional use case of 
implementing a machine learning application and API service to predict Domain Generating 
Algorithms with the integrated data science pipeline and platform is also discussed and used as a 
reference.

TAKEAWAYS KEY QUOTES 

• Implementing Data Solutions is
hard 

• Machine Learning development
should be treated differently from
software engineering
development 

• There are viable implementations
of machine learning within the
cyber security domain 

• It’s tough to get a handle on
cybersecurity and the work from
home landscape due to COVID
has changed the threat
landscape and we’ve had to
readjust. Data science can help
this process as it can be more
objective when handling
cybersecurity events to flush out
false positives to drive out the
true positives and help our
analysts to investigate what they
really need to investigate. 

• What’s the problem? There are
many detections of suspicious
events but with this comes a lot
of noise. In response we are
using a comprehensive analytics
platform to better understand
what these events are and the
details of these events. 

• The data scientist is coming in to
help the data analyst to provide
sanity in the balance of defence
and detection. 

https://youtu.be/KJVEMTQ7wkI
https://youtu.be/KJVEMTQ7wkI
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TAKEAWAYS KEY QUOTES 

• Taking research from the lab and
turning it into something that
delivers value is hard! - There are
many ways to put the customer
first when designing a deep
learning system - Tractable has
managed to deploy and
commercialise deep learning
research very successfully, and
has helped many policyholders
recover their vehicles from
accidents faster 

• When building an AI product you
should shape ML optimization
and evaluation around real life
value drivers and choose the
right metrics (time, money,
singularity etc). Don’t forget to
account for biases and set a
meaningful baseline for your
project. This way you will deliver
an AI product that delivers a lot of
value and has an impact

• At a high level, tractable
accelerates accident and disaster
recovery using comp vision. Our
initial challenge was, ‘how can we
build an AI product not only
delivers but thrives
commercially? How do we build a
model that is interesting from an
academic perspective?

• Auto damage appraisal is
complicated and difficult but “your
AI will never be perfect and that’s
ok” 

Better, Faster, and Cheaper: How Deep Learning Can Bring Real 
Value to the Claims Process 

Franziska Kirschner, Senior Deep Learning Researcher, Tractable 

Investment in AI is at an all-time high, yet many projects struggle to scale and generate value, 
both for businesses and end-users. How do you build an AI product that not only delivers, but 
thrives, commercially? At Tractable we develop artificial intelligence solutions for accident and 
disaster recovery, in particular for the auto insurance industry. In this talk I will explore how and 
why Tractable’s deep learning tech accelerates the claim workflow and delivers value where it 
matters — to the end-user.

https://videos.re-work.co/videos/2070-better-faster-and-cheaper-how-deep-learning-can-bring-real-value-to-the-claims-process
https://videos.re-work.co/videos/2070-better-faster-and-cheaper-how-deep-learning-can-bring-real-value-to-the-claims-process
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TAKEAWAYS KEY QUOTES 

• What matters to our customers is
what matters to us 

• Actuaries need to change, but so
do data scientists 

• At the end of the day its the
technology that really enables us
to drive forward 

• I believe Machine Learning
makes investing in core
technology imperative, therefore
we need to spend more money
on it

• We took policy specs and raw
admin data to put together our
most truthful version of our
product at a time and put it in a
visual representation

• Machine Learning is great, but it
does nothing when standing
alone, so we need to spend more
on core tech

Machine Learning & The Future of Insurance Product Development 
Julia Romero, Lead for Actuarial Engineering & Advanced Modelling, 

Haven Life

The insurance industry faces a number of challenges in developing new products: long-term 
liabilities, a rapidly changing distribution environment, and complex customer behaviours that can 
materially impact product value. At Haven Life and MassMutual, we believe that the actuarial 
paradigm must evolve in order to support innovation and continue to delight customers for the 
next 100+ years. We are building a new product development platform that uses machine 
learning models and modern econometric techniques to drive rapid and sound product 
development and pricing for the challenges of the modern insurance market.

https://videos.re-work.co/videos/2031-machine-learning-the-future-of-insurance-product-development
https://videos.re-work.co/videos/2031-machine-learning-the-future-of-insurance-product-development
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TAKEAWAYS KEY QUOTES 

• AI is flourishing in the payments
sector across a wide variety of
applications; use of transaction
data delivers tangible benefits to
consumers, businesses and
society; Visa takes an ethical,
responsible approach to data and
AI, placing the consumer at the
heart of what we do 

• The top five payments trends
right now are data driven, all of
which hold great possibilities in
AI. The top five trends include
analytics, automation, AI,
blockchain and cloud data

• We’re absolutely convinced that it
will be AI that powers the next
generation of payment solutions 

• Visa currently uses AI to fight
fraud, approving transactions, for
customer insight, cybersecurity,
prediction of travel behaviour,
network resilience and more

Putting the Customer at the Heart of AI in Payments 
Jessica Lennard, Senior Director, Global Data and AI Initiatives, VISA 

Payment transactions provide one the largest, richest data sources on the planet. As the world’s 
leading payments provider, Visa is driving advances in data science and AI for the benefit of 
customers, the businesses that serve them, and society more broadly. As well as discussing 
some of the key use cases, this session will also look at what businesses need to do to empower 
consumers and engender public trust in these new technologies and use cases of data.

https://videos.re-work.co/videos/2052-putting-the-customer-at-the-heart-of-ai-in-payments
https://videos.re-work.co/videos/2052-putting-the-customer-at-the-heart-of-ai-in-payments
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TAKEAWAYS KEY QUOTES 

• Build simple models first, Iterate
quickly 

• One of the most important things
we introduced at ASOS was to
work in shorter iterative cycles.
We start with a simple baseline
model and test this as soon as
possible for feedback to then try
another cycle. We use this for
regular testing, to test
immediately after one test has
ended

• For our process, we currently
take our ‘hero product’ that the
customer is looking at, this is
then given the matrix factorisation
for that specific product. We then
cross-evaluate against the user
history and scale both before
combining. Once scaled these
are then combined with ‘weight’
and then this gives us a
personalized embedding score

Personalising Product Recommendations at ASOS 
Sofie De Cnudde, Machine Learning Scientist, ASOS


ASOS' recommendations are loved by its customers and are one of ASOS' core AI projects. One 
application of our recommender system is the You Might Also Like feature on product pages 
which shows similar products to customers. This talk will focus on the journey we embarked on 
where we aimed at personalising these product recommendations for our customers. We will talk 
about how we built hypotheses, how we iterated over multiple (simple and complex) models, how 
we performed offline and online tests, how we collaborated with engineers and most importantly 
about the successes and failures along this journey.

https://videos.re-work.co/videos/2034-personalising-product-recommendations-at-asos
https://videos.re-work.co/videos/2034-personalising-product-recommendations-at-asos
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TAKEAWAYS KEY QUOTES 

• An understanding of how AI is
being used in the personal
insurance industry, - An
understanding of the top three
ethical fault lines when AI is used
in personal insurance, - What
insurers can do today to mitigate
the ethical risks posed by AI 

• The use of Machine Learning and
novel data is powering new
insurance products and business
models through onboarding,
pricing, claims management and
advising

• There have been promising signs
of tech adoption with 80% of
global insurance chiefs believing
AI is already integrated into their
business or would be within three
years

• We found three ethical fault lines,
including  the collection and
shaping of personal data, using
AI to power hyper personalized
risk assessments and steering
the behaviour of policy holders

The Ethics of Using AI in Personal Insurance 
Benedict Dellot, Head of AI Monitoring, Centre for Data Ethics and 

Innovation
AI and data-driven technologies are set to alter several dimensions of the personal insurance 
landscape, from customer on-boarding to damage assessments to fraud detection and 
prevention. While these changes will enhance business efficiency and the overall customer 
experience, they also have the potential to cause harm if not managed with care. Some fear the 
adoption of AI for assessing risks could lead to a spike in prices and create a new class of 
‘uninsurables’ in society. Others worry that expanding the use of data-driven algorithms in the 
industry will impinge on people’s privacy, particularly where that data is collected without consent. 
In this talk, Benedict Dellot will outline the findings of the CDEI’s investigation into the use of AI in 
the personal insurance industry, and will flag the different measures that could help keep insurers 
on the right side of the ethical divide as they use this powerful technology.

https://videos.re-work.co/videos/2032-the-ethics-of-using-ai-in-personal-insurance
https://videos.re-work.co/videos/2032-the-ethics-of-using-ai-in-personal-insurance
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TAKEAWAYS KEY QUOTES 

• AI/ML techniques can be used to
study complexity of banking
regulations 

• We describe the changes to the
UK banking regulations before
and after the Great Financial
Crisis (2007 vs. 2017) 

• We develop a new dataset that
can be used for other purposes.
This research can be seen as an
early step towards automating
banking regulations (RegTech) 

• We found four facts on the textual
complexity of post-crisis reforms.
One being the tighter core in the
network emerging centred around
CRR, the legal style limits
complexity of language in
individual rules, at least ⅓ of the
rules contained vague terms that
required substantial interpretation
and that we validated our
measures using EBA Q&A and a
case study on definition of
capital

• Our measures of complexity are
also derived from linguistics with
lexical diversity, conditionality and
length as measures. These
measures capture local
complexity, i.e. cognitive costs
incurred while reading a rule

Measuring Complexity of Banking Regulations Using Natural 
Language Processing & Network Analysis 

Eryk Walczak, Senior Research Data Scientist, Bank of England

The banking reforms that followed the financial crisis of 2007–08 led to an increase in UK 
banking regulation from almost 400,000 to over 720,000 words, and to concerns about their 
complexity. We define complexity in terms of the difficulty of processing linguistic units, both in 
isolation and within a broader context, and use natural language processing and network 
analysis to calculate complexity measures on a novel dataset that covers the near universe of 
prudential regulation for banks in the United Kingdom before (2007) and after (2017) the reforms. 
Linguistic, i.e. textual and network, complexity in banking regulation is concentrated in a relatively 
small number of provisions, and the post-crisis reforms have accentuated this feature. In 
particular, the comprehension of provisions within a tightly connected ‘core’ requires following 
long chains of cross-references.

https://videos.re-work.co/videos/2033
https://videos.re-work.co/videos/2033
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Drawing Insights from Customer Feedback Using NLP 
Peter Grabowski, Enterprise Machine Learning, Google 

Companies are frequently faced with large amounts of unstructured text data, like product 
reviews, customer feedback, or comments on social media. Understanding these data can help 
target marketing efforts by revealing what your customers care about most, but it can be time-
consuming to read through comments, and keyword matching frequently misses critical nuances. 
We'll discuss how we've approached this problem at Google using Natural Language Processing, 
with examples of the approach applied to open datasets. We'll explore how this fits into the ML 
project lifecycle, with examples of common pitfalls. Finally, we'll highlight how to use this 
technology as part of a "human in the loop" approach to supercharge your existing team 
members.

TAKEAWAYS KEY QUOTES 

• Pipeline for effective, open
source text clustering 

• Investigation using open source
data set 

• Discussion of how it’s useful for
your marketing teams 

• We build the clusters only on
current data, because cluster
validation is a hard problem but
reddit’s infrastructure helps us
out

• The first step in any pipeline is to
vectorise or embed your data as
numbers, as ML is not good with
anything but numerical data

• We needed some way to label
the clusters we have, we tried a
whole bunch of different
techniques but we found that a
simple NLP approach worked the
best, which was TF-IDF

https://videos.re-work.co/videos/2072-drawing-insights-from-customer-feedback-using-nlp
https://videos.re-work.co/videos/2072-drawing-insights-from-customer-feedback-using-nlp
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Discussion Regarding Gaussian Mixture Model to Acquire New 
Customers in Non Native Territories 

Dipjyoti Das, Data Scientist, Duke Energy 

Duke Energy wants to acquire new non residential commercial customers outside of its native 
footprint who would be interested in buying energy efficiency programs like HVAC, Lighting, 
Refrigeration and other appliances. The current leads provided by Business energy advisors 
through their business relationship are very low in number. The challenge is to model the 
behavior of this population and find out others who may be interested in energy efficiency 
programs. Gaussian mixture model is a probabilistic clustering approach and may help us in 
finding patterns within data. This can help the Business energy advisors by providing them with 
more effective lead generation.

TAKEAWAYS KEY QUOTES 

• Business case study
understanding, Lead Generation
with unsupervised M in any
industry, technical knowledge of
Gaussian Mixture model 

• Why do we need an
unsupervised ML approach?
Mainly due to the challenge of
having no true 0’s for a
classification model.

• Two steps are used for this
process as part of the
expectation-maximization
algorithm. E Step which
calculates probability density and
M Step which covers the re-
estimation of learning
parameters

• Costar and Macro-economic
indicators alongside Pitney
Bowes, Dun and Bradstreet aided
as third -party data sources for
initial experimentation

https://videos.re-work.co/videos/2055-discussion-regarding-gaussian-mixture-model-to-acquire-new-customers-in-non-native-territories
https://videos.re-work.co/videos/2055-discussion-regarding-gaussian-mixture-model-to-acquire-new-customers-in-non-native-territories
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Data Science Applications in Retail Pricing and Promotions 
Ioanna Karkatsouli, Senior Pricing Statistician, Staples 

Many retailers have been slow in incorporating analytics as well as data science tools when 
making decisions on optimal prices and promotions for their products and instead tend to rely on 
traditionally used methods. In this presentation I will first share my experiences from working on a 
newly formed Pricing Data Science team at Staples over the last two years, the challenges faced 
and lessons learned. Then, I will talk about various applications in Pricing that can benefit from 
the use of machine learning techniques and deep dive into one of those – predicting the 
effectiveness of retail promotions, particularly price drops.

TAKEAWAYS KEY QUOTES 

• Which applications related to
retail pricing and promotions can
benefit from the use of analytics
and machine learning tools? 

• How to organize a data science
team dedicated to pricing? What
are the skills required? 

• Project deep dive: predicting the
effectiveness of retail promotions
(product price drops) 

• One of our data science tasks
includes predicting the
effectiveness of price promotions.
This includes predicting non-
promotional baselines,
predictions of units sold, margin
list, estimation of additional
promo effects including halo,
cannibalization and pull-forward
and then calculating the final lift

• We currently use multivariate
regression trained models for
prediction of baseline and promo
units, with the target variable of
units sold by product 

https://videos.re-work.co/videos/2044-data-science-applications-in-retail-pricing-and-promotions
https://videos.re-work.co/videos/2044-data-science-applications-in-retail-pricing-and-promotions
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Using AI to Extract Alternative Data: How a Google Street View 
Image Can Predict a Car Accident 

Kinga Kita-Wojciechowska, Researcher, University of Warsaw

Artificial intelligence and data collection at scale open up limitless opportunities to tap into 
streams of data previously ignored by practitioners. In this presentation, delegates will have the 
chance to explore a new study from researchers at Stanford University and the University of 
Warsaw, which shows that a Google Street View image of a house can predict car accident 
risk of its resident, independently from classically used variables such as age and zip code. Find 
out how modern computer vision techniques, such as deep learning, applied to publicly 
available data from Google Satellite and Street View may dramatically improve risk models 
and take current insurance pricing methods to the next level.

TAKEAWAYS KEY QUOTES 

• Publicly available Google Maps
and Street View images are a
great source of data 

• Modern machine learning
techniques applied to these
images allow insurers to make
use of this alternative data source
on scale 

• It is worth to refine insurance
pricing and rely on the address of
the client, instead of a postcode
only.  

• Addresses themselves were too
granular to be used in the model,
therefore we had to download
street view and satellite images
and annotate them with
neighbourhood type, house type,
house age and more

• Once we published our research,
many press picked up on it which
pushed us to start skyblu.ai,
merging satellite images and
image recognition

https://videos.re-work.co/videos/2028-using-ai-to-extract-alternative-data-how-a-google-street-view-image-can-predict-a-car-accident
https://videos.re-work.co/videos/2028-using-ai-to-extract-alternative-data-how-a-google-street-view-image-can-predict-a-car-accident
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Applied Intelligence: A Scalable Path to Production for Your AI 
Initiatives 

Alex Fly, CEO & CO-Founder, Quickpath 

Across the industry, nearly 90% of models fail to be leveraged for production decisioning and the 
“successful” 10% take too long and cost too much. With the statistics not in your favour, 
understanding the root causes of failed AI projects is critical to ensure that your initiatives don’t 
share a similar fate. Learn best practices and how to establish a repeatable, outcome-driven 
approach that aligns data science and IT teams and enables the AI lifecycle from idea to 
production to realized business value. With companies finally beginning to find success in 
building and validating quality models, the session will focus on the “last mile” problem of using 
those models in production to automate and optimize business decisions and customer 
interactions. Discover how capabilities like feature stores, model deployment, data and ML 
pipelines, feedback loops, human-in-the-loop and automated model retraining, drift and anomaly 
detection, and model and decision performance monitoring are all essential to fully leverage 
Applied Intelligence throughout your organization.

TAKEAWAYS KEY QUOTES 

• Ensure success by with selecting
the right use cases and
establishing early wins for your
organization 

• Define a repeatable path to
production decisioning for AI
models 

• Learn how to increase analytical
throughput and other KPIs used
to measure productivity and ROI
of your AI initiatives 

• Model deployment is just the
beginning - ML engineering and
operations capabilities required to
help companies make real-time
intelligent decisions at scale 

• At Quickpath we have developed
and applied intelligent platforms,
serving as a collaboration
platform between IT and Data
Scientists. 1st party data
adaptors and cloud ML adaptors
are available as well as 3rd party
data and app adaptors and ML
analytics adaptors

• Everything that we build needs
transparency and explainability -
this is a necessity for us

https://videos.re-work.co/videos/2063-applied-intelligence-a-scalable-path-to-production-for-tour-ai-initiatives
https://videos.re-work.co/videos/2063-applied-intelligence-a-scalable-path-to-production-for-tour-ai-initiatives
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The Growth of AI Open-Source Software in Unexpected Platforms 
Javier Perez, Open Source Program Strategist, IBM 

Today Open Source Software (OSS) is more prevalent than in any other era and continues to 
grow with the latest technologies from AI and Data Science to Blockchain and Autonomous 
Vehicles. In this session, we are going to review AI open-source on unexpected platforms. 
Specifically, we are going to cover OSS in the modern mainframe, the platform used by most 
financial services organizations, including now fintech startups every large financial institution. 
Tensorflow, Python, Spark, and many other widely used OSS have become the building blocks of 
all AI and ML applications. Open-source is addressing the major trends in the Financial industry: 
Modernization with AI and big data, regulatory compliance, and DevOps. Open Source Software 
for mainframes is neither widely known nor something new. This session is going to present 
information on how open source is done for mainframes and how to port existing software to a 
modern platform available in all Linux distributions.

TAKEAWAYS KEY QUOTES 

• Learn about available open
source software in AI 

• Learn about the platform of
choice for AI in Financial
institutions 

• Learn how to continue the growth
of the open-source ecosystem for
AI 

• You can tell how big the
ecosystem is for open source
software as all or many of you
are using it to build machine
learning models and AI
applications

• Job postings now often just list
software names and open source
applications, they are
everywhere

• The nice thing about using Linux
is that it is everywhere, it is not
only successful in open source
project use but has continuous
improvements and runs in all
processor architectures 

https://videos.re-work.co/videos/2050
https://videos.re-work.co/videos/2050
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How Sainsbury's is Bridging the Gap from Model Creation to 
Production 

Rico Meinl, Machine Learning Engineer, Sainsburys 

Metaflow is a human-friendly Python library that helps scientists and engineers build and manage 
real-life data science projects. Metaflow was originally developed at Netflix to boost productivity 
of data scientists who work on a wide variety of projects from classical statistics to state-of-the-art 
deep learning. Join Rico, a Machine Learning Engineer from Sainsburys, as he talks through how 
Metaflow provides a unified API to the infrastructure stack that is required to execute data 
science projects, from prototype to production.

TAKEAWAYS KEY QUOTES 

• One can apply word embedding
models to create entity
embeddings; This way of creating
entity embeddings is already
used by companies like Airbnb,
Twitter, and YouTube; In the
context of Online Retail they can
be used for a variety of
applications such as similar and
complementary product
recommendations and
substitutions 

• No Machine Learning model is
valuable until it is deployed to
production. Until it is on the
website and getting results for
our users it is not deemed a
success.

• We are focussed more on data
science and less on engineering.
A successful data science project
is delivered by those who can
build, improve and operate end-
to-end workflows independently 

• The model we use is great as it’s
open-sourced and run by Netflix,
empowering the analytical
community to own most of the
processes. That said, it does
have drawbacks including being
only vertically scalable and
having a steeper learning curve
for the analytical community in
the beginning

https://videos.re-work.co/videos/2045-how-sainsbury-s-is-bridging-the-gap-from-model-creation-to-production
https://videos.re-work.co/videos/2045-how-sainsbury-s-is-bridging-the-gap-from-model-creation-to-production
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World’s Largest Airline GPU Accelerated Workstation to Better Model 
Cargo Shipments, Improve Weight Distribution & Save Fuel 

Cécile Tezenas du Montcel, Virtual Reality & Data Science BD Manager, 
HP

American airlines use Data Science to better model cargo shipments, improve weight distribution 
and save fuel, using Workstation edge computing powered by NVIDIA Quadro. Cecile has a PhD 
In Material Science, she joined HP 18 years ago in the Concept R&D labs developing "concept 
PCs" and future technology. She then spent 8 years as product marketing manager on several 
portfolios. Passionate for innovation and technology, she is currently leading Virtual Reality 
Business development for EMEA region.

TAKEAWAYS KEY QUOTES 

• AI usage in logistic - GPU
accelerated computer do the job -
gain productivity and save cost in
your infrastructure 

• One of the main trends of the last
decade is the movement toward
the cloud. This has been seen to
such an extent that modern
approaches to build and run
applications are now described
as ‘cloud native’

• For businesses that want to stay
ahead of their competition,
centralizing everything inside
massive cloud data centres is
limiting.

• A recent study from Gartner
suggested that 75% of enterprise
data will be processes outside of
the cloud by 2025, opening a
whole new world of possibilities 

https://videos.re-work.co/videos/2053-world-s-largest-airline-gpu-accelerated-workstation-to-better-model-cargo-shipments-improve-weight-distribution-save-fuel
https://videos.re-work.co/videos/2053-world-s-largest-airline-gpu-accelerated-workstation-to-better-model-cargo-shipments-improve-weight-distribution-save-fuel
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The Future of NLP in e-Commerce: Generative Multimodal Language 
Models 

Michael Sollami, Lead Data Scientist, Salesforce

Recent advances in Deep Learning have resulted in a new generation of natural language 
technologies. In the e-commerce setting, new transformer-based models have enabled 
enhancements across a vast array of product features and services. For instance, in online 
shopping product descriptions, call-to-actions, and blogs are all primary ways to inform and 
attract customers, playing crucial roles in conversion rates and SEO. At Einstein, we have 
developed new multimodal conditional natural language models trained to automatically craft 
unique, interesting, contextualized copy. We will present these new methods for generating new 
and enhancing existing text e-commerce, e.g. product catalogs, merchant sites, and other 
marketing channels.

TAKEAWAYS KEY QUOTES 

• Natural language Generation
(NLG) has matured to the point
where many exciting applications
in e-commerce and retail are now
possible. 

• Salesforce Einstein has extended
language model architectures to
understand images and other
modalities thus unlocking many
new NLG use-cases. 

• It is essential to democratize the
latest ML capabilities (e.g.
GPT-3) for automating expensive
tasks and enhancing human
capabilities. 

• NLG tasks are currently
addressed by transformers,
based on self-attention
mechanisms. This is currently
limited to purely textual tasks 

• With commercial applications of
NLG, pre-trained transformer
models have some issues.
Salesforce introduced CTRL
architecture as there was no
widely available multimodal
dataset for e-commerce language
tasks

https://videos.re-work.co/videos/2043-the-future-of-nlp-in-e-commerce-generative-multimodal-language-models
https://videos.re-work.co/videos/2043-the-future-of-nlp-in-e-commerce-generative-multimodal-language-models
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Developing an End-to-End Personalization Engine in Varner for 
Varner 

Juwel Rana, Head of Analytics, Varner


In this talk Varner shared our journey of building an end-to-end personalization engine to serve 
our large volume customer’s base in the most effective manner. Varner build all the necessary 
building block in a way that simplifies the develop process, at the time offers speed, and scale. As 
we all believe, the demand of AI in retail is high, however the materialization of AI in retail are not 
happening that much. With this example, we will share a successful story of adapting AI. Finally, 
the talk also contains some of strategic pointers that can be generalized in developing AI 
products for retailers.

TAKEAWAYS KEY QUOTES 

• Thanks to cloud providers,
retailers can set up environments
for analytics in a few clicks,
however, challenges still remain
including leveraging data as
strategic assets, holistically
understanding the full potential of
AI, making value driven AI
development and more

• We have four focussed areas to
build competencies at Varner
Analytics - Dynamic customer
profiling, Trends market offerings,
dynamic store profiling and
dynamic product profiling

• Main challenges - We have to
develop everything in 12 weeks
before we start piloting it.  Main
challenge is to make everything
end-to-end. for example how do
you make sure content creator
still have room to design the
content even through everything
we want to be automated 

https://videos.re-work.co/videos/2041-developing-an-end-to-end-personalization-engine-in-varner-for-varner
https://videos.re-work.co/videos/2041-developing-an-end-to-end-personalization-engine-in-varner-for-varner
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LEX: Language Extraction Engine 
Knarig Arabshian, Senior Associate Knowledge Engineer, The Federal 

Reserve Bank of New York


LEX, is a thematic language extraction NLP engine that uses rule-based and machine learning 
techniques to identify and extract thematic language from documents. The goal of LEX is to 
highlight sentences within documents pertaining to specific type of language. The engine uses 
two sources of input to determine the extractions: a lexicon of specific terminology as well as a 
word-vector model. The lexicon contains rules constructed by a domain expert; while the word 
embedding model is used to find similar terms to those contained in the lexicon rules. LEX 
provides a way for different GUI dashboards to be generated which allows users to further 
browse the document corpus and interact with the results. It also highlights the extracted 
sentences within the original document. 

TAKEAWAYS KEY QUOTES 

• ‘LEX’ was put into production in
2018, the number of users and
use cases have grown across
America and is being used by a
variety of supervision users. Due
to COVID-19, subject matter
experts created a Pandemic
Lexicon, meaning that their
analysis of large documents has
done from hours to minutes

• LEX NLP Engine was built in
Python and Java with linguistic
analysis (SpaCy & Textacy) as
well as semantic analysis
(Gensim and Word2Vec) 

• ‘LEX’ was put into production in
2018, the number of users and
use cases have grown across
America and is being used by a
variety of supervision users. Due
to COVID-19, subject matter
experts created a Pandemic
Lexicon, meaning that their
analysis of large documents has
done from hours to minutes

• LEX NLP Engine was built in
Python and Java with linguistic
analysis (SpaCy & Textacy) as
well as semantic analysis
(Gensim and Word2Vec)

• The greatest challenge have
been getting access to highly
secured data and robust
infrastructure. It took a lot of
convincing of management and
after a certain focus group of
users gave positive feedback,
they are now allowing us to train
a word2vec models 

https://youtu.be/K_y76rp_Tlo
https://youtu.be/K_y76rp_Tlo
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Detecting Discriminatory Outcomes in Classification Models 
Valeria Cortez Vaca Diez, Senior Data Scientist, Monzo


Lending, policing, and hiring are some of the many areas where Machine Learning can harm 
disproportionately the most vulnerable groups in our society. This can lead to discrimination and 
long-lasting negative impact in society. It is therefore crucial to understand unfair treatment in AI 
to prevent automated discrimination at scale. The fundamental techniques to analyze and detect 
bias in Machine Learning decision can be explained through simple metrics applied to model 
outcomes. The aim of this presentation is to pass this knowledge to empower ML practitioners to 
challenge how Machine Learning is implemented.

TAKEAWAYS KEY QUOTES 

• Sources of discrimination include
biased data - representation data,
reinforcement bias, historical
discrimination and a biased target
- this is mainly due to samples
size, lower inclusion of Women
and PoC 

• We also found that algorithms
can be biased against those with
lower incomes and that this was
a huge problem when automated
as black and hispanic consumers
are more likely to have limited
credit scores

• The purpose of my presentation
is to discover metrics there are in
order to identify bias in a new or
existing model & the source of
this bias in classification models.

• Sources of discrimination are
primarily due to heavily biased
data. Biased data can be due to
historical discrimination, low
representation, reinforcement
bias and biased targets in the
sample. 

• Important for credit models in
particular as a source of
discrimination is missing or wrong
data.

• Models only look at what has
happened in the past. This is
problematic as the past has not
seen many representations of
women in the hiring field
however, when looking to hire a
CEO in the future. 

• We have a plan in place to
support these from privileged
backgrounds and to prevent
reinforcement of historical biases

https://videos.re-work.co/videos/2065-detecting-discriminatory-outcomes-in-classification-models
https://videos.re-work.co/videos/2065-detecting-discriminatory-outcomes-in-classification-models
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